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the bear claire cameron - praise for the bear alissa york author of fauna the bear is a taut and touching story of how a child's love and denial become survival skills claire cameron takes a fairytale situation of children pitted against the wilderness removes the fairies and adds a terrifying and ravenous bear, the bear by claire cameron goodreads - in the preface to the bear claire cameron tells of a rare fatal bear attack that took place in 1991 in algonquin park north of toronto despite taking all the necessary precautions and also later discovering that the bear wasn't sick or starving and that the couple had vigorously fought back two people were killed and eaten by a rogue black bear, amazon com the bear a novel 9780316230124 claire - the bear is part cathartic exercise for cameron who worked in ontario's algonquin park when a truly horrendous bear attack took place that event was the catalyst for the novel i admit the premise she establishes is intriguing and has echoes of stephen king's the girl who loved tom gordon, review the bear claire cameron the literary edit - about claire cameron claire cameron's novel the bear became a national bestseller in canada and was long listed for the 2014 baileys women's prize for fiction cameron's writing has appeared in the new york times the globe mail the los angeles review of books and salon, the bear claire cameron the book dorks - two dorks one book the bear by claire cameron a publisher arc the bear claire cameron posted on february 3 2014 by kelley the bear will be released on february 11 2014 by little brown and company this book was received from the publisher in exchange for an honest review, the bear by claire cameron kirkus reviews - in cameron's second novel the line painter 2011 a 5 year old girl relates her struggle for survival after a bear kills her parents while they re camping on bates island in canada's algonquin park, claire cameron author of the bear goodreads - about claire cameron author of the last neanderthal april 2017 the bear and the line painter i am 2.5 neanderthal according to the 23 and me dna